
INTERACTIVE SCREENS AND COMMERICAL DISPLAYS GUIDE

BUYER’SGUIDE 2024

ROUTE TO 
NET ZERO



IBT’s environmental impact 
is graded against this Carbon 
Scale, with power-hungry, 
inefficient technology at the 
top, and clean, low energy 
products at the bottom. IBT 
has worked hard for many 
years to ensure carbon 
neutrality, and we plan to 
become a carbon negative 
company going forwards into 
the future.

IBT Carbon Scale

Xi 55”
Xi 65”
Xi 75”
Xi 86”
Xi 98” 

250w Typical
300w Typical
400w Typical
500w Typical
650w Typical

5p per Hour
6p per Hour
8p per Hour

10p per Hour
13p per Hour

Product Operating Costs
Based as of 1st January 2024 on lowest electricity rate.

Please note charges may vary from provider to provider.

55” / 65” / 75” / 86” / 98”

0.068% failure 
rate

Infinity Pen 
Included

HIVE Software 
Included

We will buy back 
your old screen 

after 5 years

zero gap
technology

18 ports make 
connectivity easy

Integrated Wi-Fi

7 year Warranty
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IBT’s environmental impact 
is graded against this Carbon 
Scale, with power-hungry, 
inefficient technology at the 
top, and clean, low energy 
products at the bottom. IBT 
has worked hard for many 
years to ensure carbon 
neutrality, and we plan to 
become a carbon negative 
company going forwards into 
the future.

IBT Carbon Scale

Es 65”
Es 75” 

380w Typical
490w Typical

8p per Hour
10p per Hour

Product Operating Costs
Based as of 1st January 2024 on lowest electricity rate.

Please note charges may vary from provider to provider.

65” / 75”

NUC

15 ports make 
connectivity easy

Wi-Fi Included

5 year Warranty

Scratch Resistant

Freeze Frame

NUC Software 
Included
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With the CD SeriesOne’s picture-in-picture mode, you can now 
easily display multiple sources of information at once, making it 
easy to switch between lessons, presentations, and multimedia. 

With the ability to mirror with a tablet, you can easily control 
the display from anywhere in the room, allowing you to move 
around the classroom freely and interact with your students 

directly, keeping them focused on the lesson at hand.

IBT’s environmental impact 
is graded against this Carbon 
Scale, with power-hungry, 
inefficient technology at the 
top, and clean, low energy 
products at the bottom. IBT 
has worked hard for many 
years to ensure carbon 
neutrality, and we plan to 
become a carbon negative 
company going forwards into 
the future.

IBT Carbon Scale

CD 43”
CD 55”
CD 65”
CD 75”
CD 86”
CD 98”

110w Typical
150w Typical
165w Typical
235w Typical
335w Typical
425w Typical

<2p per Hour
2p per Hour
3p per Hour
4p per Hour
6p per Hour
8p per Hour

Product Operating Costs
Based as of 1st January 2024 on lowest electricity rate.

Please note charges may vary from provider to provider.

The CD SeriesOne is the latest and greatest offering in IBT’s illustrious catalog of 
commercial displays, featuring one of our most powerful Android solutions yet. 
With up to 50,000 hours of on-screen display time, in sizes from 43 to 86 inches, 
the CD SeriesOne redefines expectations for commercial display technology. Features

Total Control Over the Classroom

SeriesOne

Command & Control

fully administrate over dozens 
of devices at once, all from one 

central application. 

+

Commercial Displays

Screen Mirroring

Mirror your screen to our large 
displays. Up to 9 people can 

conference and screen share at the 
same time from whatever device 

they please, resulting in the ability to 
collaborate with anyone, anywhere.

Video Wall Configurable

Daisy-chain up to 25 screens with a 
single cable, perfect for large scale 

installations. Say goodbye to a bulky 
mess, and hello to a streamlined, 

stunning display solution. 

High Performance

Featuring 4GB of RAM and a quad-
core CPU and GPU combination, 
our displays are able to deliver 4K 

commercial content at full
resolution and frame rate with no 

frame drops or stuttering. 
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We understand that refreshing technology can be a very expensive process. 
We have set up an amazing buyback scheme to be a budget friendly option, 
allowing you to always maintain the latest technology with the security of a 
indefinite warranty.  Another great way to stay green by IBT recycling your old 
screen to those most in need in poorer countries.

Simply buy a new Xi Interactive Display, keep it for up to 5 years, and then at 
the end of 5 years, we will buyback your Xi unit. The value is determined by its 
condition. This then translates into the discount applied to a new Xi (up to 40%!)

Step 1:
You buy a new Xi 
Interactive Display.

Step 4:
This then translates into the 
discount applied to a new Xi 
(up to 40%).

Step 3:
We buyback your Xi unit. 
The value is determined 
by its condition.

Step 2:
You keep it for up to 5 years.

You could save up to 
40% on the cost of 
a new Xi Interactive 
display every 5 years!

Our BuyBack scheme, in unison with our 
sustainability pledges, charitable work and 
recycleable packaging all add up to make 
our screens some of the most cost-effective 
and environmentally friendly screens on 
the market today. What’s more, we’ll plant 
a tree for every screen sold, and and we 

return the screen to charity.

For more info, please visit:
www.discoveribt.com/ibtpromise
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Hive - the subscription free software that offers whiteboaring, collaboration,  assessment, and multi-file 
support all-in-one. The infinite canvas can be navigated easily as you create, meaning you don’t have to 
limit your ideas to a fixed page. Move around your page dynamically as you drag and drop images, video, 
audio, text and more onto your Hive board. 

Open Smart & Promethean files natively, giving teachers budget-friendly access to their legacy resources 
without having to pay a subscription fee. Drag in your Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and spreadsheets into 
Hive, even without the original software installed.

Designed in conjunction with Hive Interactive Software, 
the Infinity Pen allows the user to effortlessly select from 
the dozens of creation tools available without the need to 
navigate the interface itself. Not only will this speed up your 
workflow, but will also increase your lesson fluidity, allowing 
you to forget about the technology and focus on teaching.

HIVE Interactive 
Whiteboarding Software

One Touch Tool

For more info go to:

discoveribt.com/infinitypen
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Participants can share their desktop, files, images and videos, 
and you the host can retain control, accepting or denying 
requests to share content. You can even control connected 
windows laptops and annotate on top of any mirrored content 

using the Edge’s built-in annotation tools.

Screenshare Pro
Screen Mirroring

Command & Control
Remote Admin Management

Google Classroom
GSuite & Google Drive

Connect up to 
nine devices

Wirelessly take 
control

Send Documents, 
Images / Videos

Screenshare Pro

Command & Control is a powerful remote access 
solution, allowing you to fully administrate over dozens 
of devices at once, all from one central application. 
With the ability to control multiple devices remotely, 
and command them to perform any task, Command & 
Control saves plenty of system admin time while also 

being a breeze to use.

Remotely manage and control all your interactive 
displays with ease. Simply log into the system via a 

computer, tablet or mobile device.
Navigate to the device you want to control without 
any restrictions or limits. Easily access unattended 

workstations and servers for operational purposes.

Command & Control

Connect with your Google Drive account, Gsuite, and access your documents, spreadsheets and 
slideshows.

Google Classroom
Simplify creating, distributing and grading assignments with Google Classroom.

Stream, upload and save all of your favourite YouTube content directly in the app.

Download PlayStore games and utilise the large multi-point touch to get everyone involved. 

Set and respond to meetings, linked with your Google Calendar. Just plug in a webcam to utilize.
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As a business we are looking at ways to reduce our carbon, and ultimately achieve 
complete carbon neutrality for the near future. Reducing our carbon footprint is 

something close to all of the staff here at IBT, as we pave the way for future generations.

A Carbon-Neutral Company.

As part of our efforts to become carbon neutral, we are launching our One Screen, One tree 
Initiative, in which we plant a tree on behalf of our customers to offset the carbon from the 

manufacturing and logistics it takes to get our interactive displays to our customers. 

One screen = One Tree

Green On Every Level

FULLY RECYCLEABLE 
PACKAGING
Our screens come responsibly packaged in 100% 
recycleable cardboard, meaning all packaging can 
be safely recycled without worry.

RELIABLE, RECYCLEABLE, 
REUSEABLE

Not only do our screens provide long lifespans and 
multi-year warranties, they are also donated at the 
end of their lifespans to various charities and schools.

In order to further this cause, IBT is now an ISO-registered company.

To see how we calculated our carbon footprint, please visit:
www.discoveribt.com/green
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This brochure is made out of 100% recycled paper


